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Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study – Consideration for Adoption
Staff Report for March 26, 2014 Commission Meeting – Regular Agenda

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Consistent with Eagle City Council recommendations, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
recommendations for the Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study:







Roundabout at the Eagle/State intersection
Widening of Eagle Road to four lanes from Plaza Drive to State Street with Roundabout project
Plaza Drive extension from 2nd Street to Plaza Drive
Aikens Street extension to 2nd Street
Olde Park Place and Aikens Street widening/streetscape
Idaho Street Extension and Olde Park Place widening/streetscape

Adoption of the Concept Report is important so ACHD can prioritize and incorporate the recommendations in
the Integrated Five Year Work Plan, Master Street Map, and begin right of way preservation if development
occurs. The Capital Improvements Plan would also be revised to be consistent with the Concept Study’s
recommendations.
The Study has been a collaborative effort between the community, City, and Ada County Highway District
(ACHD) to identify solutions at the Eagle Road/State Street intersection and in the Eagle Downtown core that
balance the need to safely accommodate the expected growth in traffic demand resulting from the City’s land
use plan and the City’s goal of fostering a walkable, active, vibrant, mixed-use environment in downtown
Eagle.
If the recommendations above are adopted, staff will update the Draft Concept Study Report, as the report
currently recommends the No Build alternative at the Eagle/State intersection. This update is necessary
because on March 18, 2014 Eagle City Council modified their August 13, 2013 recommendation from No Build
to the Roundabout alternative at the Eagle/State intersection.

IMPROVEMENT ALTERNATIVES
The project evaluated the downtown transportation system holistically with a focus on the Eagle/State
intersection. Connectivity, safety, capacity, and pedestrian/bicycle enhancements were considered.
Alternatives explored at the Eagle/State intersection include:






No Build
Expanded Signal
Quadrant Intersection
Roundabout
One-Way Couplet
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In addition to the alternatives considered at the Eagle/State intersection, multiple road extension, road
widening, and streetscape projects were considered in the downtown Eagle area consistent with goals outlined
in the Eagle Comprehensive Plan.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT & FEEDBACK
ACHD hosted a Public Open House for the project on June 24, 2013 at Eagle City Hall. The Open House
included a special one-hour period devoted to nearby property owners and tenants in addition to a two-hour
period for the general public. 105 people signed in at the meeting and 74 comment sheets were collected. The
public did not communicate a clear consensus on which intersection alternative is preferred; however, they
were generally in favor of circulation improvements like the Plaza Drive extension.
ACHD and the City of Eagle worked together to identify the project Stakeholder Committee. The Stakeholder
Committee is a group of representatives of the greater community and does not include adjacent businesses
and land owners. Although not officially on the committee, interested citizens, property owners, and businesses
have been welcome to participate in Stakeholder Committee meetings. The Stakeholder Committee is
comprised of representatives from:








ACHD (staff and Commission)
City of Eagle (staff and Council)
Eagle Historic Preservation Commission
Eagle City Police
Eagle City Fire
Meridian School District
Eagle Urban Renewal Agency Citizen
Advisory Committee








Eagle Design Review Board
Nearby Neighborhood Leader
Eagle Elementary School
Eagle Chamber of Commerce
Eagle Transportation Committee
Valley Regional Transit

The Stakeholder Committee met to discuss the project four times and has been continuously updated on the
project through email. The Stakeholder Committee has provided invaluable feedback throughout the course of
the project. The Stakeholder Committee identified the roundabout alternative as their most preferred
intersection alternative. Similar to the public feedback, the Stakeholder Committee supports the circulation
improvements identified in the Downtown Eagle Plan, and identified the Aikens Street Extension and Plaza
Drive Extension are their two most desired projects.
The Eagle City Council conducted a public hearing on the project on August 13, 2013 and unanimously
recommended support for the downtown circulation projects identified in the draft Concept Study Report and
no right-of-way preservation or prioritization of improvements at the Eagle/State intersection. Eagle City
Council modified their recommendation on March 18, 2014 to reflect a recommendation for the Roundabout
alternative rather than No Build at the Eagle/State intersection (three in favor, two opposed). The motion
suggested that parking impacts be mitigated with the roundabout alternative to the maximum extent possible in
collaboration with the City of Eagle and the Eagle Urban Renewal Agency.
The Draft Concept Report has been available for review and comment since late January 2014. Few
comments have been submitted beyond Eagle City Council’s recent recommendation. Other feedback includes
two letters from Jeff Laughlin, Eagle Transportation Committee Chair, that state the Eagle Transportation
Committee’s unanimous support for the roundabout alternative. Additionally, a petition against the roundabout
alternative was submitted to the City of Eagle on March 11, 2014 and a follow-up letter from Jane Kramer was
submitted to the Eagle City Council and Mayor on March 17, 2014.

FISCAL & POLICY CONSIDERATIONS


The ACHD Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) identifies the expansion of Eagle Road between SH 44
and State Street (2017-2021) and the ACHD Master Street Map identifies this section of Eagle Road for
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five-lane right-of-way preservation. The Eagle/State intersection is currently identified for roundabout
right-of-way preservation in the ACHD Master Street Map but no intersection improvements are
identified or programmed in the CIP or the Integrated Five Year Work Program (IFYWP). The
Roundabout alternative total cost estimate is between $3.6M and $4.6M and includes expansion of the
Eagle/Plaza intersection and some road widening on Eagle Road (not to exceed four traffic lanes north
of the Eagle/Plaza intersection area). Assuming the roundabout alternative is adopted; it will be
included in the next CIP update and prioritized in the current IFYWP update. If adopted, the Master
Street Map would also be amended to reflect the new alignment so right of way preservation could
accurately take place if a development application is received.
The Plaza Drive Extension is programmed for construction in 2018 under the Economic Development
Program in the ACHD IFYWP ($1,708,000). A cost share agreement with the City and/or Urban
Renewal Agency will need to be established.
The Aikens Street Extension is programmed for construction in PD under the Economic Development
Program in the ACHD IFYWP ($832,000). A cost share agreement with the City and/or Urban Renewal
Agency will need to be established.
The Olde Park Place and Aikens Street widening/streetscape ($1M to $1.3M), and Idaho Street
Extension and Olde Park Place widening/streetscape ($1.3M to $1.6M) projects are also recommended
in this study but are not funded or programmed because they do not prioritize high enough at this time.
The assumption is that they would be funded through other means besides ACHD or through future
ACHD economic development projects due to their nature.

ALTERNATIVES
1. Adopt the Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study Report and amend the ACHD
Master Street Map with the following revision to the Concept Study Draft Report:
o Recommend the Roundabout alternative be carried forward at the Eagle/State intersection,
including a four lane cross section on Eagle Road from Plaza Drive to State Street. (This will
include updating text in the Recommendations and Implementation Strategy Section, and the
Alternatives Overview, Evaluation, & Summary Section.)
2. Adopt the Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study Report with a different alternative
recommendation.
3. Remand the Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study back to staff with specific
direction.

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends Alternative 1: Adopt the Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study and
amend the ACHD Master Street Map with direction to modify the report to reflect a roundabout at the
Eagle/State intersection and the four lane cross section on Eagle Road from Plaza Drive to State Street.

ATTACHMENTS







Roundabout Alternative Concept Map
Downtown Circulation Projects Map
Letter with recommendations from Mayor Reynolds (Eagle City Mayor)
Letters with recommendations from Jeff Laughlin (Eagle City Transportation Committee Chair)
Public petition and letter from Jane Kramer
Draft Report: Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study
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ROUNDABOUT ALTERNATIVE CONCEPT MAP
CONCEPTUAL

DOWNTOWN CIRCULATION PROJECTS MAP

March 17, 2014
Dear Council Members and Mayor Reynolds:
I would like to explain the intent, content and authenticity of the “petition or public opinion survey” that
was tendered in the March 11, 2014 Eagle City Council meeting. Please consider the following as bolded
below. Excerpts from that document are shown in red.
Petition (noun)
A formally drawn request, often bearing the names of a number of those making the request that is
addressed to a person or group of persons in authority or power, soliciting some favor, right, mercy,
or other benefit. A request made for something desired, especially a respectful or humble request, as
to a superior or to one of those in authority.
EAGLE RD/OLD STATE ST INTERSECTION
See “313002 Eagle Road and State Street Intersection Concept Study Final Report” delivered by ACHD,
February, 2014 with the No Build recommendation. Signers were in favor of this, or basically any
other solution that did not impact the intersection and surrounding property or business owners.
We, the undersigned residents, visitors and business owners in Eagle DO NOT support a Round‐about,
multi‐lane or other vehicle friendly expansions of the Eagle Rd/Old State Street intersection for the
following reasons:
It was the opinion of the petition/survey creators that not just residents who would be impacted by
the adoption of a roundabout or multi‐lane expansion to the Eagle Rd/State St. intersection.
The City of Eagle wants to attract more commercial development to improve its tax revenue base
which according to Mayor Reynolds, (KTVB interview 3/11/14 re: annexing Avimor into the city) and
council candidate forums, (10/2013) is imperative to Eagle’s survival. Business owners rely not just on
Eagle residents, but individuals from outside the community for the purpose of generating revenue
and employment while contributing to the Eagle economy. To that end, it seemed appropriate to
allow anyone with an interest or opinion to weigh in on the issue. Further, see:
SC Meeting Notes #1 Follow‐Up, delivered by Yuri S. Mereszczak of Kittelson & Associates 2/4/13
include:
•Consider the stakeholder committee input and the general public input to achieve compatibility
between interests and recommendations. The approach and outreach to the PMT, SC, and general
public will focus on listening to and understanding common interests and specific positions—and
discerning differences in ideas.
• Property owners may need specific opportunities to provide input. The property owners are aware of
the project, are welcome to attend meetings, and in some cases, the team will reach out to specific
property owners. Consider the specific property owners who are directly impacted while balancing the
needs of the broader community and public need.
Interestingly, none of the potentially impacted property or business owners were included
as a part of the Eagle/State Concept Study Stakeholder Committee.

• The project team’s ultimate project goal, which is community acceptance, will be achieved by
implementing a successful process that involves and educates everyone through continuous and
meaningful outreach.


Ada County Highway District, (ACHD) is in the business of moving vehicle traffic, a charter that is
not in keeping with Eagle’s vision of a quaint, quiet community.



Of the 60,000+ intersection vehicle trips, only 15% are actually traveling to a destination in
Eagle.

These petition/survey points are first addressed in the Technical Memorandum #1: Improvements in
Light of Broader Influences, dated April 3, 2013:
PATTERNS OF TRAVEL
One of the fundamental questions to answer for the Eagle/State intersection is: “How does the
community of Eagle want to serve demand traveling to/from and through the downtown?” Answering
this question should begin with first gaining a better understanding of how people currently travel
to/from and through the downtown. For the purpose of this discussion and evaluation, we are defining
“downtown” as the project study area so we can focus on the movement of people through the
Eagle/State intersection and its immediate surrounding area. We can break down the movement of
people to/from and through the study area into three fundamental trip types.
External to External Trips: These are people that do not have an origin or destination within the study
area, but rather are passing through on their way from one point to another. Figure 4 provides a basic
illustration of the concept of external to external travel. Based on the year 2012 base peak hour travel
demand model results, approximately 85% of the trips passing through the Eagle/State intersection are
external to external trips…
Future growth plans north of the study area, including proposed developments north of Beacon Light
Road, will generate additional growth and traffic. Much of this traffic will be external to external travel
to/from these proposed developments to points outside of downtown Eagle. A large portion of this traffic
will use Eagle Road to make these trips.
This references the Spring Valley project with approximately 7000 homes. Road infrastructure
in/to/from Spring Valley seems to have been overlooked in its overall approval process. The Friends
of Beacon Light Road are fighting the same impacts that are anticipated for Eagle/State.
See Eagle/State Intersection Concept Study Final Traffic Analysis Report, December, 2013, page 21:
Table 4: Existing Roadways within the Study Area.


A Round‐about or multi‐lane expansion will eliminate needed on‐street parking and negatively
impact existing business and property owners by decimating portions of those adjacent
properties for the benefit of an enlarged roadway and increased traffic counts. (Approximately
one block in all directions)

Also see Technical Memorandum #2‐Final: Intersection Alternatives Evaluation & Downtown
Circulation Alternatives, January 20, 2014

The multilane roundabout footprint has the most property impacts at the intersection as compared
to other alternatives. However, property impacts along Eagle Road and State Street, away from the
intersection, are less than most other intersection build alternatives. Similar to previous alternatives,
additional northbound and southbound through lanes are recommended at the intersection of Eagle
Road/Plaza Drive. Splitter islands from the intersection will extend to Idaho Street to the north, Olde
Park Place to the west, and 1st Street to the east.
Yet… If a roundabout is installed, its negative impact would:
ELIMINATE the pending renovation and business planned for the old station.
ELIMINATE much of the parking and the storage building at the Bodacious Pig
REDUCE Jackson’s corner property and change egress/ingress.
REDUCE the Goldman corner vacant lot
ELIMINATE on street parking in front of the barber shop, museum, Wild West and Ye Olde Sweet
Shoppe, all of whom have little or no parking.
REDUCE outdoor seating at Wild West.
POTENTIALLY remove or relocate the barber shop altogether.
REDUCE Rembrandt’s outdoor seating.
Eagle wants and needs to grow its commercial opportunities and tax revenues, yet they’re prepared
to disrupt at least eight existing businesses or property owners?


ACHD needs to enhance secondary roadways near the downtown core to provide alternate
travel options while easing traffic congestion at the Eagle Road/State Street intersection.

No one disputes the safety benefits of a roundabout when it comes to slowing traffic. The virtues
of the Middleton roundabouts were a focus of the Eagle Transportation Committee presentation
at the council meeting on March 11, 2014. To help keep things relative; Middleton has a
population of about 6,000 vs Eagle which has 20,000+. Intersection crash data, (Eagle/State
Intersection Concept Study Traffic Report‐Final, December, 2013, Page 23, Table 5: Crash Data
2007‐2011) shows thirty nine intersection incidents over a five year period. Twenty seven
involved property damage only, while twelve were also injury related. Thankfully, only one
involved a pedestrian or bicycle. Those statistics are pretty impressive given the size of Eagle and
the volume of intersection traffic.
Create better ways to improve traffic circulation while enhancing vehicle and pedestrian safety at
the Eagle/State intersection. Continue to develop alternate travel routes in Eagle to encourage use
by non‐Eagle destination traffic and reduce congestion at the intersection. Respect and protect the
downtown core businesses that have managed to survive thus far. Mayor Reynolds comment at
the last council meeting about reducing the speed limit on Eagle Road is truly worth considering.
Respectfully;
Jane K Kramer
57 Ranch Drive
Eagle, ID 83616

